Stu Weissman, General Manager of WMSC, is developing a plan to keep the Student Center open 24 hours. Presently, the Student Center is open Monday through Friday, between 7:15 am and 11 pm; Saturday, between 8 am and 6 pm; and Sunday, between 3 pm and 10 pm.

"It will give a chance for other organizations to run longer meetings," Weissman said. "The clubs could spend more needed time in their offices."

In addition to longer meetings, the radio station will be on 24 hours, Weissman said. The station is under contract to be on 24 hours, Weissman said. The station can play "questionable" music between midnight and 6 am and begin to program radio shows, which are high in demand, Weissman said.

Weissman gave a survey to every organization to find out how they feel. The response has been positive, Tony Floreno, music director of WMSC said. Every survey returned so far has been for the idea, Floreno said.

Paul Emil Sahar, recording secretary of the Conservation Club, said that he feels it is a good idea. It would give people a chance to work with their clubs, even early in the morning, if the Student Center were open all the time, Sahar said.

Paul Giambolli, director of Programming of SGA and head of security at Class One Concerts, believes keeping the Student Center open later is beneficial to Class One Concerts. He says that due to conflicting schedules, it is hard to have all of the people at meetings. "It would make our lives easier if we could stay till 2 in the morning," said Giambolli.

For Class One Concerts, it would also help because they can be a lot more organized and efficient, said Giambolli. "We would be able to promote better, have better meetings and speak to their contacts more often," added Giambolli.

Erica Smith, Secretary of Organization of Students for African Unity (OSAU) believes that it is a nice idea to keep the building open for the radio station, but adds, "where would we get this money from?" Smith says that she keeps hearing how there is no money available and she doesn’t feel that the students should have to pay for it.

Weissman said he has not approached the administration with his idea yet. Weissman wants to be sure he has support from the different organizations before proposing forward.

In addition, Weissman said he wants to get estimates on security costs for the Student Center if it were to stay open all night. One question on the survey asked if the organization was willing to donate for the security system. Floreno said that every response feels that the school should cover the cost.

Weissman plans to go before the administration before the end of the school year, Floreno said. If it is passed, the new hours will go into effect immediately.

Blood drive sponsored by Greeks by Glenn Steinberg

A blood drive, sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega, took place on April 27-28 between the times of 10am-4pm in room 126 of the Student Center.

The blood drive, which was organized by Jennifer Jacquith, vice president of Alpha Phi Omega, was done in cooperation with the North Jersey Blood Center.

There were nine staff members assisting in the operation and six beds set up for the blood drive.

On April 27, they received 89 units of blood out of 120 people who were registered and on April 28, they received approximately 70 units of blood, said Margaret Mancio, Registered Nurse for North Jersey Blood Center.

Mancio said that this blood drive is an increase from last year.
News from around the World

International

An apparent IRA bomb hidden in a track devastated London’s financial district. The group’s tactic of bombing was suspended for about two months prior to this explosion. The bombings are in response to England’s occupation of Northern Ireland which has officially separated Ireland for 70 years.

A ten person mission by the U.N. to Haiti is to keep a watch for violence by the army. Haiti’s first democratically elected president was overthrown in 1991 by a military Junta. Since then, soldiers have killed, beaten and imprisoned thousands without charges.

Israeli parks and beaches filled in with celebrators to mark the 45th year of Israeli independence. As the same time, Palestinians in the West Bank and the Gaza Strip have intensified their uprising against their occupation by Israel.

Bosnian Serb leaders rejected a U.N. peace plan. Britain also announced that its planes would fire on Serbs if they attacked U.N. peace keepers. The plan that was rejected was to divide Yugoslavia into ten semi-autonomous regions based on ethnicity.

National

No official cause to the fire at the Branch Davidian Compound in Waco, Texas has been proven but some independent investigators have agreed with the FBI’s claim that the fire which killed around 80 people was started by cult members.

A prison siege in Ohio ended peacefully when 407 prisoners surrendered. Nine inmates and one guard were killed in the initial riot. The standoff lasted 11 days, and according to one guard, no hostages would have been killed if negotiations had granted the prisoners their demands. Inhumane conditions, racism and abuse were what sparked the revolt.

NASA called off the launch of the Space Shuttle Columbia on Saturday. The “science mission” was scrubbed because of navigation system trouble, the latest in a series of technical problems.

A Dallas man won a libel suit against Procter and Gamble. The jury found that the company’s posting of him on a bulletin board as a thief after his firing was libel. He was fired for taking a $35 phone later proven to be his own as he had claimed. He won $14 million in punitive damages.

Regional

Republican party candidate, Christine Whitman, running for the New Jersey Governor’s seat released her financial records for the past 11 years. She and her husband made $3.7 million, none of it from salaries. They profited from royalties, commissions, profit sharing, rents, dividends, interest, partnerships and securities sales.

North Haledon police officials claim that recent layoffs of the force are in retribution to the rejection of a health plan proposed by the borough council. Councilman Paul Lynch called the attacks “hog wash.” The plan was cheaper than the current policy.

A seven year old North Brunswick boy died when a hole swallowed him up. He sank slowly in the mud much like quicksand. Reserve workers worked frantically to dig the boy out, but their efforts were to no avail. No cause for the hole has been identified.

Weather

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Hi</th>
<th>Lo</th>
<th>Weather</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>Sunny, breezy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>Mostly sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturday</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Sunny, some clouds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunday</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>Partly sunny</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monday</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Sunny</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Correcting... The Montclarion attempts to report the news and events of MSC as fairly and accurately as possible. If you spot a factual error in The Montclarion, please contact the News Department - at 893-5241 - as quickly as possible so The Montclarion can print a correction. Thank you.

Who can join The Montclarion?
Any undergraduate student with an interest in any aspect of journalism or newspaper production.

How do you join?
Come to room 113 in the Student Center Annex and speak to an editor. Or, if your schedule is tight, call ahead at 893-5169 to set up an appointment with an editor.
PENN, from page 1

because interested in Miller when his work came to the attention of the bank’s President and Chief Executive Officer Joseph L. LaMonica. Penn Federal shares Miller’s philosophy as quoted by LaMonica, “art must not only be brought to the attention of the public and shared, but that more individuals must be exposed to and taught art” which resulted in the presentation of the check.

“Penn Federal Savings Bank has been contributing to the communities it serves for over 50 years,” LaMonica said. The scholarship has received funds from many other organizations.

Miller established the scholarship at MSC on Nov. 5 at the reception for the art exhibit in the gallery. The scholarship was not yet made memorial.

Miller died on Feb. 7, 1993 because of heart failure. Miller’s widow, Julia, said, “I’m very grateful to Penn Federal Savings Bank for doing this on behalf of the scholarship which was developed to encourage young people to pursue art. I am also honored that MSC established this scholarship in his name.”

MSC President Reid said, “We are honored that our neighbor, Penn Federal Savings Bank, has made it possible to bring to fruition Miller’s dream of encouraging people to share his love of art.”

The scholarship is scheduled to go into effect in the Fall of 1994, pending that all criteria and qualification guidelines are developed.

GOP, from page 1

“The bedrock of my campaign has been to make New Jersey work again by reducing taxes now, creating private sector jobs and fixing state government,” Edwards said in a meeting of the Essex, Union, and Hudson Employers’ legislative committees. Under Florio’s program, New Jersey will have fallen to 49 in growth by 1993, predicts Edwards. Under Edwards’ economic plan, funds already in the state budget will be used to reduce income taxes, provide investment tax credits and end double taxation of small businesses. Dr. George Zilbergeld, of the Political Science Department called Edwards, “An extremely capable person” and said, “small businesses create a lot of our jobs. These are the people we want on our side.”

“Only through growth can New Jersey be whole, not through taxes,” said Edwards. “Jim Florio has turned his back on all taxes,” said Edwards. “Jim Florio has turned his back on all tax payers through a massive tax hike that caused a recession that has been deeper and longer standing than the national slump.” Edwards proposed a municipal conversion program that would give grants allowing local governments to foreclose on abandoned properties and give private entities ownership to bring these sites back into private use.

With his tax and economic policies Edwards hopes to assure New Jersey of a strong tourism and protection plan. He has called for an increase in funding for the New Jersey Division of Travel and Tourism from a $3.7 million budget to a $10 million annually.

In an extensive plan to put the “you” back into the “New Jersey and You!” program, Edwards hopes to respark New Jersey pride and build a public relations program that will extended to the entire country and to the world. New Jersey’s diverse tourist attractions employ 350,000 people. Edwards estimated that for every $1 million spent on tourism $70 million is returned in new business revenues and an additional 1,316 new jobs are created. He urges the governor and the legislature to fund the $10 million in order to protect New Jersey tourism.

Edwards concern with women’s rights plays a personal role in his platform. He would like to see women overcome the obstacles his mother had to deal with as a single parent living in East Paterson. As Chief Council to former Governor Tom Kean, Edwards appointed more women judges then anyone in the state’s history.

“The only faults Edwards has,” said Zilbergeld, “are that he has a detailed plan instead of a catchy slogan and that he is not well known. Other than that he has the most administrative experience and is an extremely capable person.”

Campus Police Report

compiled by Kelly J. Schab

Theft
4/23 Fog lights were stolen from a vehicle in lot 22 from 7am to 2pm.
4/23-24 A stereo system was stolen from a Plymouth two door parked in lot 20.
4/23 A wallet was stolen from a Mallory-Finley classroom between 10:30am to 11am.

Vandalization
4/23 A car headlight was smashed while parked over a couple of days in lot 30.
4/27 A Webster Hall resident’s car mirror was vandalized while parked in lot 23.
4/27 The lot 4 gate arm was broken when a visitor was not allowed access at 1am.

JOIN The Montclarion
Plan for fall, summer computer training 895-5169

I listen to WMSC and I don’t suck!

Wilmsport FM is a class one organization of the SGA
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DRIVE, from page 1

but she is not exactly sure by how much.

The blood drive is something that Alpha Phi Omega does every semester in conjunction with Red Cross, said Jacquith.

Jacquith said that Alpha Phi Omega was responsible for doing all of the publicity by putting out posters, giving fliers to residents and making announcements in all of the residence halls on campus.

According to Mance, the blood will be going to various local hospitals such as Mountainside Hospital, St. Barnabas and St. Joseph’s Hospitals.

Mance said that it takes up to three days to check for different diseases in the blood such as Venereal Disease, HIV and Hepatitis, an inflammation of the liver that is transmitted through the blood.

Jacquith said that she was very happy with the turnout. “It was a big success, I would say,” said Jacquith.

People were afraid that no one would know where the room was because the blood drive is usually held in the ballrooms, said Jacquith.

According to Jacquith, Alpha Phi Omega is a service fraternity and this is just one of the services that they perform for the community. Other services include visiting hospitals, nursing homes, pediatric wards, going to food banks and the Adopt-a-Highway program.

A donor gives blood at Alpha Phi Omega blood drive
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Software At The Bookstore

Stop in and see our new assortment of computer software at educational prices. We now have access to a wide variety of leading publishers. Everything is available at dramatic educational discounts.

The College Store
FOX GEERTY CPA REVIEW

THE 100% LIVE INSTRUCTOR QUALITY ADVANTAGE

IVAN FOX - BBA • JD • LLM

Ivan is Professor of Law and Chairman of the Law Department at Pace University. He is a recipient of Pace's Outstanding Teacher Award and author of the country's bestselling textbook, BUSINESS LAW, published by Southwestern. Ivan is one of the 15 members of the editorial board for the nationally used Bisk CPA textbook, which is advertised in the Journal of Accountancy. Across the country, Ivan is recognized as the exclusive law instructor in America's largest CPA Review in the classroom. Ivan's use of humor as a teaching vehicle has informed and entertained CPA candidates for over 20 years. This is one of the reasons he is acknowledged as "The Dean of CPA Law Review."

TIMOTHY F. GEERTY - MBA • CPA • JD

Tim manages and directs his own tax consulting and CPA practice. He is frequently called upon to lecture on current tax and accounting topics, both nationally and internationally. He is featured in America's largest video CPA Review across the country. Tim is also one of the 15 members of the editorial board for the Bisk CPA textbook. Prior to starting his own practice, he was Professor of Accounting at a major university and also worked for a "Big Six" accounting firm. In the classroom, Tim combines a dynamic, multimedia presentation with extensive knowledge of every concept, making it fun and easy to digest so that a CPA candidate needs to be successful. He is our lead instructor in all accounting and tax areas of the course.

EDWARD P. McAGUR - MBA • CPA

CFA Examination Grader, 1983-1987
Associate Professor of Economics
Brooklyn College

ROBERT A. DeFilippis - MBA • CPA
Chairman, Department of Accounting, Taxation & Law
Fordham University

BERNARD M. KIEEY - MBA • CPA • CPP
Associate Professor of Accounting
Rutgers University

RAYMOND C. RIGOLI - MBA • CPA
Chairman, Department of Accounting
Faculty President
Ramapo College

ELIZABETH M. TOLAN - BBA • MBA • CPA
Associate Professor of Accounting
Seton Hall University

BERNARD M. KIEEY - MBA • CPA • CPP
Associate Professor of Accounting
Rutgers University

FOX GEERTY CPA REVIEW

I am interested in sitting for the November Exam.

Name
Address
Phone

Fax Geerty CPA Review
17 Honor way Suite 200 Fanwood Park, NJ 07932

BERGEN COUNTY
MORRIS COUNTY
UNION COUNTY

201-822-2220
If everyone switched to energy-efficient lighting, 1.3 million tons of sulfur dioxide, 202 million tons of carbon dioxide and 600,000 tons of nitrogen oxides could be eliminated every year. Your eyes won't notice the difference. Just your lungs. For more ways to help the earth, call 1-800-488-8887.
A Closer Look At Our Town: Yesterday and Today

by Sandra Cammilleri

Beginning tonight, Mainstage Theatre Series of Montclair State proudly wraps up its 1992-1993 season with a spectacular showing of Thornton Wilder's Our Town. This is a special production, for it commemorates the first ever show that was presented in Memorial Auditorium back in 1957.

On Saturday May 1, the original alumni cast from the 1957 Player's Production of Our Town will reunite with the present cast to celebrate and join in the festivities of Alumni Weekend.

Returning to join the cast are Howard Fox, the production's former director, and a recent professor Emeritus at Montclair State; and some 1957 players- Jim Andrews, Nancy Eling, Shirley Hunter, John Sullivan, Dwight Baud, P.E. Woodford, and Mary Ann Bond. The original Player's club officers, Helene Zerold and Roxy Akillian will also be there.

The Play takes place in Grover's Corners, New Hampshire and depicts the lives of ordinary people experiencing the cycle of human existence. Wilder, through dialogue, expressively affirms the true values of life and offers insight towards understanding this value. Thus, the small town life is beautifully rendered as we take a closer look at Our Town.

In the current production, Joseph R. Paternamde, visiting theatre specialist, resides as director. Faculty theatre members, Jose Kenderish designed the costumes and sets in collaboration with John Figola who designed the lighting. Two BFA students helped to achieve these designs. Sharon Mayerchak co-designed the sets and Matt Novak is the assistant lighting director.

As a whole, the cast renders some fine talent. We can feel the unity and cohesiveness that binds a small town as well as the soft pulsating rhythm that sustains the community. Actor Joe Dalo who holds the principle role of the stage manager, is particularly strong and intriguing as he narrates the happenings at Grover's Corners. Equally as profound and eloquent in their portrayals are Kimberly Monion as Emily Webb and Mark Jameson as George Gibbs. As we watch them grow up, fall in love and marry, these two characters realistically portray the emotions of life.

Finally, Matthew Horohoe, though a minor character in the production, gives a typical enigmatic and surreal "Horohbian" quality to his performance.

Wilder's picturesque legacy of people continues to breath life and meaning today. Dalo's characters sums it all up beautifully when he states: "You gotta love life to have life and you gotta have life to love life." This timeless classic is a worthwhile production featuring a gifted cast and crew. Performances run April 29, 30, May 1, 6, 7, 8 at 8pm and April 30 and May 9 at 2pm. For further information, call 893-5112.
Should the U.S. move beyond the current Serbian sanctions and use force to end the bloodshed in Yugoslavia?

I feel that we should send a few Kels to them, let them get drunk and then work it out.
Craig McAndrews
Freshman, Recreation

The U.S. is constantly involving itself on other countries business. I feel that the U.S. should sit back unless it involves immediate U.S. contact.
Tony Ridzyonski
Freshman, Undeclared

No. The USA has enough problems themselves to take care of and stop playing hero. Remember World War I, World War II and Vietnam.
Candace Cook
Sophomore, Nursing

No. We the US, always think we know what is good for other countries. Too bad we don't know what's going on in our own! We should stop getting into other countries affairs and worry about the U.S. We need help.
Linda Dinuzzo
Sophomore, Nursing

Social
4/29 Alpha Ch Rho and Theta Kappa Chi have a movie social.
4/29 Phi Sigma Sigma and Delta Kappa Psi are having a mixer.
4/29 Delta Chi and Sigma Delta Psi are having a mixer.
4/29 Sigma Delta Tau and Sorority are having a mixer.
4/29 Alpha Omega and Alpha Iota Chi will be having a 3-way mixer with Tau Kappa Epsilon of William Paterson.
4/29 Alpha Omega, Alpha Iota Chi and Tau Kappa Epsilon from William Paterson are having a mixer.
4/29 Sigma Psi Phi and Sigma Sigma Phi is having a new member mixer.
4/29 Sigma Psi Phi and Sigma Sigma Phi is having a new member mixer.
5/4 Alpha Omega will be mixing with Theta Epsilon Phi at N.J.I.T.
5/8 Lambda Theta Phi is having a slanging party at MSC in the Student Center ballrooms. All are welcome to come.

Membership
Mu Sigma Upsilon would like to congratulate our three new sisters- Melinda Diaz, Linda Hernandez and Alanna Garcia. You girls are the greatest.
The sisters of Delta Xi Delta would like to congratulate their seven new members who were inducted Thursday night. You did a great job and truly earned it.
Alpha Omega would like to congratulate their newest sister Cindy Jaffray, Zeta Gamma #50.
Alpha Kappa Psi would like to congratulate our seven new brothers, the Theta Class: Cassandra, Chad, Susan, Nicole, David, Jimmy and Andrea.
Sigma Phi Epsilon would like to congratulate our two new sisters: Yessenia Morales and Sandra Sanjuanelo. We love you.
The brothers of Alpha Chi Rho would like to congratulate our two new sisters: Yessenia Morales and Sandra Sanjuanelo. We love you.
Delta Phi Epsilon would like to congratulate our 14 new, wonderful, awesome, sisters. Great job guys!!!
Theta Kappa Chi would like to congratulate the Omicron class: Traci, Ellen, Stephanie, Jen, and Susan.

Fundraising
Phi Sigma Sigma is selling raffle tickets for a letter shirt. See any sister.
Sigma Alpha Iota will be selling hot, fresh bagels, coffee and tea every Monday morning from 8-12 in the music building.
Psi Sigma Phi will be having a hot dog sale Monday night in Blanton Hall. FREE DELIVERY.
Alpha Kappa Psi is sponsoring a Mother's Day raffle for a $15 gift certificate to Casey O'Toole's. Tickets are $1 each. The drawing will be on May 3. See any brother for tickets or call X4233.
Sigma Delta Tau is planning a bake sale on Thursday, April 29th and Thursday, May 6th.

Philanthropy
Sigma Delta Tau is planning a trip to the Bronx Zoo with the children from Shelter our Sisters, and abused children's home, on Saturday, May 8.
Sigma Delta Phi is having a party at the Sigma house on Saturday, May 1, and the proceeds are being donated to the MSC day care center.
Sigma Delta Tau's sisters will be wearing blue ribbons the month of April, which is Child Abuse Prevention Month. Please support us.
Lambda Sigma Upsilon is having a party at FDU(Teaneck campus) on Friday, April 30. Proceeds of this event will be donated to Bruce Lopez, a child who is in need of a bone marrow transplant. $4.00 for Greeks, $5.00 general.
joy. But enough of my personal Rat endeavours. As the middle of Spring Week peeled back, I sparked a gleam in the eyes of the other 13,999 or so students at this college. His timing was perfect, right in the middle of Spring Week. He sparked a gleam in the eyes of the other 13,999 or so students at this college. His timing was perfect, right in the middle of Spring Week. 

It was nothing to look forward to at this school (what with no carnival, no hot water, tuition increases, and all around student apathy), along comes Seth with one hell of a fun idea! On Wednesday, April 28, 1993, Seth brought Rat burgers to the Rat. That’s right, kids! Genuine, bona fide, Grade A (maybe), White Castle cheeseburgers in OUR Rat! And at the no-profit price of fifty-five cents per burger, you could have five of those suckers and a soda for around $3.50. That’s less than a helping of vegetable loaf, and that’s without the drink!

I bought ten. My roommate and I had been anticipating this debut of mystery meat on a bun for about a week, and we were in the Rat by 11 a.m. sharp. Of course, true to the University of Montclair at Upper Montclair (UMalUM), the tiny little delicacies were an hour and fifteen minutes late in arriving. But we stayed true, and were the only ones on campus. Of course, true to the University of Montclair at Upper Montclair (UMalUM), the tiny little delicacies were an hour and fifteen minutes late in arriving. But we stayed true, and were the only ones on campus. Of course, true to the University of Montclair at Upper Montclair (UMalUM), the tiny little delicacies were an hour and fifteen minutes late in arriving. But we stayed true, and were the only ones on campus.

I have an idea then voice it! But by all means, do not send it through the “proper channels!” All you will meet up with is a bunch of power-hungry, no-fun wanting bureaucrats (administration and students alike). No, sir! No, ma’am! Step up and bring your fun ideas to Seth Liebowitz. He’ll do what he can to help. He’ll probably even give you more ideas to think about.

Speaking of ideas, what ever happened to jello wrestling? You think I’m kidding? Two years ago there was jello wrestling in Blanton Hall and it went pretty darn well. If advertised correctly, it could work again. Just charge a small entrance fee for contestants (and the chance to win prizes) and put it in the Rat. Beer sales would go up and, get this, people might actually have fun! Or what about the Rat serving alcohol during real social hours, and on weekends? That could be the start of something fun. There could be a ladies night, a sports night, a regular comedy/open-mike night... real actual fun events that would keep people ON campus on the weekends.

But it seems that I am just writing in a fantasy world. Nothing will get done. No more fun will be had at Montclair Suitcase College.

You know, as I am sitting here still feeling the effects of the White Castle treats that would keep people ON campus on the weekends.
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COME OUT OF THE COLD!
The College Store's
Nor' Easter Sale

GIFT ITEMS ARE NOW ON SALE
RECEIVE DISCOUNTS OF
10, 20, 25 EVEN 50% OFF*
*(SEE OFFICIAL DETAILS)
STOP IN BEFORE THE SALE PASSES BY

STORE HOURS: MONDAY - THURSDAY (8:30 am - 8:00 pm) FRIDAY (8:30 am - 4:30 pm)

Official Details
Discount schedule is as follows: items priced from $1.00 - $9.99 are 10% off, $10.00 - $29.99 are 20% off, $30.00 and up are 25% off, Halloween, Christmas and Brassware 50% off.
In order to make it in this world you have to work with people in a team fashion. But, from time to time, you will run across people who can’t work with the team. Let’s call them Louie Yahoos. Mark Loughlin is just such a person, or appears to be when he writes such letters as the one which appeared in last week’s issue regarding my column.

For those of you who don’t know who Mark is, he is a contributing writer in the arts section, who writes movie reviews. So, therefore, he and I are on the same team. I am the assistant Art Editor; he is a contributing writer in the arts section.

But Mark is, unfortunately, one of these know-it-alls. For rather than talk to me about his problem with my column, he feels better to insult me in a letter to the editor.

Well, let’s get a few things straight. In an opinion column, I can comment on “whatever the hell I damn well please.” That’s what an opinion column is for.

Outragedly misinformed? I am on the information list for many studios and get my information from them and other first hand sources. I’m sorry if you feel left out.

I never once said in that week’s issue that Last of the Mohicans was “the best film of the year.” It was, however, my opinion that the film was “disingenuously looked over by the academy for few things,” which it was. (If you’re going to quote me in any future letters please have the courtesy to quote me correctly.)

I don’t want to spend any time on defending my opinions, except to say I do respect your views on the film, but that I hope you realize that people have different tastes, and they won’t always agree with yours. Have you ever read any Matt Schwartz?

But let’s not bother some other things go so easily. I am insulted to be accused of listening to Rush Limbaugh at all, let alone too much. But, of course, that is my opinion. As for my “political views and closenessmindedness” if you had read the article carefully you would have seen “But the awards are so political now that I could care less who wins.” Allow me to translate: I don’t have any political views. Therefore, they can’t effect my opinions. I’m not prejudiced against any group, except loner-yahoos who tell me I’m a bigot, carefully veiled behind such poetic lines as “political values and closenessmindedness” and “You can’t have any major discriminations against certain social groups.”

Finally, you’re right. The film companies are nice enough to send tickets to advance screenings to The Montclarion. But, let’s be clear about this. They request MY presence. And they do it because they are sent copies of the write-ups I’ve done and they are impressed enough to have me back. It’s funny how your reviews and my column often appear on the same page and are seen by the same people, but there never seems to be any tickets waiting around for you or any messages from production companies looking for you because they’d like a write up on their picture. So keep your naive, professional jealousy to yourself and worry about your own “credibility.” The people who actually have a clue will worry about the papers. And if that isn’t enough for you to realize that no one on this campus gives a crass about the new Huck Film circus, aimed at a twelve year-old audience, I feel safer for you than I did when I first read your immature drivel. Grow Up.
Opening options at MSC

Stuart Weissman, the General Manager of WMSC, has addressed all Class One organizations as to the idea of petitioning the administration to keep the Student Center open twenty four hours. This would be an advancement for our now dead campus.

All residents of MSC can empathize with the tumbleweed atmosphere left for us come Friday night. By eleven o’clock on Friday, everything is shut down and all students are left to a darkened campus.

If the Student Center was left open all night, this would be step toward a campus that is there for it’s students. Why should’t the Student Center be open? MSC should have a twenty four hour radio station, those involved with clubs and organizations should be able to meet and produce work, whenever they want.

Beyond the few, yet relative, needs the Student Center holds, having a building open twenty four hours may start a needed trend. Perhaps decadence will prevail and MSC could have a library that extends its hours past that of ten o’clock. It is inane that our library is not open twenty four hours.

Most colleges are set up for the pursuit of education. Having a library close before even most part time jobs are over is pathetic. Most students have plenty of energy past ten. In fact, those after-hours are irreplaceable moments when quiet succumbs the usual noisy hallways and real studying can occur.

After the library branches to twenty four hours, we, as a campus, could move on to pressure the administration to spending money for our business, for our needs. The access road was a gallant try. Although it adds so much to many students’ lives here, the thought that perhaps that money would have been better spent with educating the students (some more computers, extended computer lab hours) does cross one’s mind.

The shafty school store closes at eight. The Rat closes at ten. The computer lab at Richardson closes at ten and is unavailable on weekends. The Student Center and our beloved radio station are shut down at eleven. What’s going on with this school? People live here, students study here. The object of college is to explore possibilities. How is that possible when nothing can be done here.

Beyond the few, yet relative, needs the Student Center holds, having a building open twenty four hours may start a needed trend. Perhaps decadence will prevail and MSC could have a library that extends its hours past that of ten o’clock. It is inane that our library is not open twenty four hours.

Most colleges are set up for the pursuit of education. Having a library close before even most part time jobs are over is pathetic. Most students have plenty of energy past ten. In fact, those after-hours are irreplaceable moments when quiet succumbs the usual noisy hallways and real studying can occur.

After the library branches to twenty four hours, we, as a campus, could move on to pressure the administration to spending money for our business, for our needs. The access road was a gallant try. Although it adds so much to many students’ lives here, the thought that perhaps that money would have been better spent with educating the students (some more computers, extended computer lab hours) does cross one’s mind.

The shafty school store closes at eight. The Rat closes at ten. The computer lab at Richardson closes at ten and is unavailable on weekends. The Student Center and our beloved radio station are shut down at eleven. What’s going on with this school? People live here, students study here. The object of college is to explore possibilities. How is that possible when nothing is open to us?

In hopes that this will set a precedent for other facilities also to be available for students, The Montclarion is unanimous with their support for the Student Center being left open twenty four hours. MSC is a boring, uneventful college blinded with grandeur at becoming university status. In the process for reaching this ultimate ideal, the campus has become inaccessible.

Leave decisions unmandated, nothing will be made for students. If you want a campus built for status. In the process for reaching this ultimate ideal, the campus has become inaccessible.

Beyond the few, yet relative, needs the Student Center holds, having a building open twenty four hours may start a needed trend. Perhaps decadence will prevail and MSC could have a library that extends its hours past that of ten o’clock. It is inane that our library is not open twenty four hours.

Most colleges are set up for the pursuit of education. Having a library close before even most part time jobs are over is pathetic. Most students have plenty of energy past ten. In fact, those after-hours are irreplaceable moments when quiet succumbs the usual noisy hallways and real studying can occur.

After the library branches to twenty four hours, we, as a campus, could move on to pressure the administration to spending money for our business, for our needs. The access road was a gallant try. Although it adds so much to many students’ lives here, the thought that perhaps that money would have been better spent with educating the students (some more computers, extended computer lab hours) does cross one’s mind.

The shafty school store closes at eight. The Rat closes at ten. The computer lab at Richardson closes at ten and is unavailable on weekends. The Student Center and our beloved radio station are shut down at eleven. What’s going on with this school? People live here, students study here. The object of college is to explore possibilities. How is that possible when nothing is open to us?

In hopes that this will set a precedent for other facilities also to be available for students, The Montclarion is unanimous with their support for the Student Center being left open twenty four hours. MSC is a boring, uneventful college blinded with grandeur at becoming university status. In the process for reaching this ultimate ideal, the campus has become inaccessible.

Leave decisions unmandated, nothing will be made for students. If you want a campus built for students, students have to help pile the bricks.

Suggestions from students can occur.
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After the library branches to twenty four hours, we, as a campus, could move on to pressure the administration to spending money for our business, for our needs. The access road was a gallant try. Although it adds so much to many students’ lives here, the thought that perhaps that money would have been better spent with educating the students (some more computers, extended computer lab hours) does cross one’s mind.

The shafty school store closes at eight. The Rat closes at ten. The computer lab at Richardson closes at ten and is unavailable on weekends. The Student Center and our beloved radio station are shut down at eleven. What’s going on with this school? People live here, students study here. The object of college is to explore possibilities. How is that possible when nothing is open to us?

In hopes that this will set a precedent for other facilities also to be available for students, The Montclarion is unanimous with their support for the Student Center being left open twenty four hours. MSC is a boring, uneventful college blinded with grandeur at becoming university status. In the process for reaching this ultimate ideal, the campus has become inaccessible.

Leave decisions unmandated, nothing will be made for students. If you want a campus built for students, students have to help pile the bricks.

Suggestions from students can occur.
Glen Ridge judgement a travesty

A total travesty of Justice. That is the only way to explain the events that unfolded in the Glen Ridge sexual assault case. If any of you have been living the hermit’s life for the past four years, let me fill you in. On March 1, 1989, thirteen high school athletes from Glen Ridge, either forced or coerced a 17 year old to perform sex acts with seven of them. These sex acts included penetration with a baseball bat and a broomstick. To make matters worse, the 17 year old girl had an IQ of 64 and the social skills of an 8 1/2 year old. This victim was a mildly retarded girl desperate to fit in with schoolmates. The four defendants, Kevin and Kyle Scherzer, Christopher Archer, and Bryant Grober, knew of the defendants' condition and used it to have their way with this girl. They then threatened her if she told anyone. In the four years since the attack, the defendant's attorneys have portrayed the victim as a Lolita, a promiscuous girl who instigated such acts. The four defendants were portrayed as innocent boys. Their lawyers said these were All-American boys from Glen Ridge, either forced or coerced a 17 year old to perform sex acts with seven of them.

To all the women out there, let me assure you what these assholes did, does not go through the minds of all boys. These four convicts are a bunch of pampered, spoiled brats. They thought they could get away with anything, and they did, for most of their lives. But then they had to push it too far. They sexually assaulted a retarded girl and got caught. If the story ended there, all is fine. But no, it’s not that simple. These sentences are totally unjust. What a travesty of Justice that is. What a travesty of Justice that is. What a travesty of Justice that is. What a travesty of Justice that is. What a travesty of Justice that is.

The real gun control should be the crackdown on the illegal guns. Every criminal that is arrested should have their guns confiscated and the guns should be resold by the police, are the criminals. And if a person just has a gun to protect his/her law abiding family, then he or she is a criminal also. The real gun control should be the crackdown on the illegal guns. Every criminal that is arrested should have their guns confiscated and the guns should be resold by the police, are the criminals. And if a person just has a gun to protect his/her law abiding family, then he or she is a criminal also. The real gun control should be the crackdown on the illegal guns. Every criminal that is arrested should have their guns confiscated and the guns should be resold by the police, are the criminals. And if a person just has a gun to protect his/her law abiding family, then he or she is a criminal also. The real gun control should be the crackdown on the illegal guns. Every criminal that is arrested should have their guns confiscated and the guns should be resold by the police, are the criminals. And if a person just has a gun to protect his/her law abiding family, then he or she is a criminal also.
You can call him a heretic.
You can call him opinionated.
You can call him a yellow journalist.

You can call him

PROPHET BIGG
by Kevin Schwoebel

But, don’t ever, ever criticize his sources!

PROPHET BIGG appears weekly in The Montclarion, the official student paper of Montclair State College. The Prophet is ALWAYS happy to answer any questions or letters he receives.
A reminder for Seniors planning to attend law school

ROGER WILLIAMS UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Bristol, Rhode Island

WILL BE ADMITTING ITS FIRST CLASS IN FALL 1993

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS
MAY 15TH
FOR THE FALL CLASS

PLEASE CALL 401-254-3494 FOR
A CATALOGUE AND APPLICATION

ANTHONY J. SANTORO, DEAN
CHRISTEL L. ERTZL, ASSISTANT DEAN FOR ADMISSIONS

ARE YOU A UNIQUE PERSON LOOKING FOR A NONTRADITIONAL JOB?

NK Lawn & Garden Co., a leader in the lawn and garden industry for over 100 years, has an excellent opportunity for you.

- Develop your skills in territory management and Marketing/Sales, and expand your organizational abilities while working independently
- Earn performance incentive payments plus a monthly salary
- The opportunity to travel or work locally (positions available throughout the United States)
- A new company van, paid business expenses, and a daily living allowance
- Expense paid training provided

If this sounds exciting, then look into becoming an NK Summer Retail Service Representative. You will call on existing NK Lawn & Garden retail garden seed customers to inventory and return unsold products, provide customer service, and re-book the account for the next season. Interested students should contact Career Placement Office for further details, then call 1-800-545-6093 extension 7347.

NK LAWN & GARDEN CO.
An equal opportunity employer
Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

IT'S A SCHOOL CONTEST.
WE'RE SUPPOSED TO DRAW POSTERS.
THE WINNER GETS A PRIZE.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

WOW. WE SPENT THE WHOLE DAY WORKING ON OUR POSTERS.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

I'M DOING A TRAFFIC SAFETY POSTER.
DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEAS FOR A SLOGAN?

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

I'VE SAT ON THE TRAFFIC SAFETY POSTER RACK ALL DAY.

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

YES, THAT'S A GREAT SLOGAN.
PERSONALS

Delta Kappa Psi and the Booze Cruise, perfect together under the Frogs Neck you gotta stop laying around awesome time at the formal. Love Grandma Ellis

Steve (AXP) I had an awesome time at the formal. Thanks for a great night. Love Angelina

Paul (D Phi E) I had the best time at the formal but you gotta stop laying around when I come to your room to visit! Love Harry P.S. You suck a mean lollopop!

D K Psi - Thank you so much for the great mixer, we had a blast. Love Tri Sig

#93 (Theta), Did you eat your surprise? Love #94

I like the hair baby. See, I always notice. Love ya

Keith - Glad we’re talking!

Chrisay, you’re doing great. I love you. K

Steph (AIX #110) Stay strong, I know you can do it! Love Carrie

Laura (Theta):- My web isn’t so tangled anymore. How is yours??? - Trish (Phi Sig)

Kevin (ZBT): Have you met my Grandmama??

ZBT Semi-formal- Boys-let’s drink.

Trish- Happy Birthday. By the way, I did like the movie, I really did - Glenn

Joey (Delta):- I’m still waiting for you to solve your problems! Believe me, it’s worth it if you solve them. I did and I am loving it.- Love ya, Trish

ZBT lota classe- Zippyta
do daah and Congratula-tions!

Liz- Remember, always respect your elderberries. Oh, no! The catfish are jumping! - Glenn

Kelly- What took you so long to run up those damn stairs? - Glenn

ZBT- ”Free at last, free at last, thank God almighty I’m free at last!” - Mugey

Jenny- Congrats on your new apartment. Remember, the rent is expensive so don’t spend all of your money on Cinnabon delivering to your house just because they have free delivery and extra frosty- ing. Man, life is good! - Glenn

Tom (ZBT)- You are definitely an original - Glenn

ZBT- Iota class- Zippyta
do daah and Congratula-tions!

Jay, Sorry, we won’t be seeing you in the afternoon. Be sure not to spill mustard when you feed her from the hotdog cart...

How does the Montclairon get done? The women do it.

To the new Editorial Editor... I’m better.

Joe- Pokey says howdy!

Italian Salami

Pace,

My heart knows your name-literally..Smiff, sniff. Please rescue my crush from your absence forever watching and passing out papers.

Chrisay, I’ll crush you.

Mugsy- I’m free at last! I’m free at last! - Mugsy

Tom (ZBT)- You are definitely an original - Trish

Randy, Hey, Trish. How does the Montclair on get done? The women do it.

How are you? - Trish (Phi Sig)

Joe, Pokey says howdy!

To the new Editorial Editor...

Joe, Pokey says howdy!

Linda (Phi Sig)- be ready for a Red Hot Night - ZBT #75

Dawn (Tri Sig)- I think you’re beautiful. FUCK everyone else - Saesquatch

Gene (ZBT)- stay away from my little sister you perv!

Linda (Phi Sig)- I can’t wait to bite your soul and lick your Funky Emotions. “You got the right one baby” - Turbo

Montclair- you’re suckers! (You whoever went to our party) paid $7 to get in and then we called the cops and ended the party! Thanks for paying our rent! - Sigma and Senate

Trish- A rematch? Well, if you really want one. Happy Birthdaymill - Glenn

Kevin,

Thanks for the announcement to the world about our newfound singles... you not the only one who’s excited about it.

Love, Christina

Rich,

Amy says hi

Joe, Pokey says howdy!

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY

SUMMER SESSION 1993

Session I June 1 - July 1
Session II July 6 - August 6

Registration is May 26, 27 and June 23.

Hundreds of undergraduate and graduate courses, days and evenings.

Visiting students and new students welcome. Summer housing available.

For a catalog and further information, call (201) 761-9363 or write: Summer Session, Bayley Hall Seton Hall University South Orange, NJ 07079-2689

Forget The Old College Try!

College Grads – Now Get The Skills Employers Are Looking For!

In Just 20 - 40 Hours This Summer Learn:
Lotus 1-2-3 - WordPerfect - Keyboarding
Desktop Publishing - dBase m+

Special Integrated Skills Programs

Convenient Schedules:
Part-time, Full-time, Short-term, Days, and Evenings/Weekends

Free Job Placement Assistance Available

Call 800-446-5400 for More Information.

Berkeley Colleges

Campuses in New York at White Plains and New York City,
in New Jersey at West Paterson, Waldwick, and Woodbridge.

10% off with this ad at
New Store
Kwik Whinbrook Mall! 
Expires 4/19
Ever lovin’ Squid,
Hey, somebody out there wants you to catch the FLU I

Senediktsson,
You have the most amazing eyes...your class is boring but wow, I’m never bored.

Love, Your students

Hi, we’re dumb. Hi, we’re homosexual. Hi, we’re illiterate. Hi, we have no friends. Hi, we’re homeless. Hi, we’re going to live with our mothers all of our lives.

Hi, we’re Tau Phi Beta.

He shoot! He missed!

MODELS NEEDED FOR FASHION AND GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY

• NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
• LOOK YOUR BEST
• GET A FREE COPY OF EVERY PHOTO

CALL AND LEAVE MESSAGE
[201] 942-1179

MAKE-UP CONSULTANTS ALSO NEEDED

ATTENTION MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE STUDENTS

SHAPE UP FOR SUMMER SPECIAL

JOIN NUTRI/SYSTEM FOR FREE* & Get 25% OFF all your Food Purchases.

Student ID Required

Nutri/System

The College Store

Cliffs Notes answers your questions about literature as you study and review. Each is designed to help improve your grades and save you time. Come in and see our Cliffs Notes display.

Attention Montclair State College Students

SHAPE UP FOR SUMMER SPECIAL

JOIN NUTRI/SYSTEM FOR FREE* & Get 25% OFF all your Food Purchases.

Student ID Required

Nutri/System

The College Store
TO PLACE A CLASSIFIED AD, PLEASE SEND THE AD (25 WORDS), ALONG WITH A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $8.00 PAYABLE TO THE MONTCLARION TO: THE MONTCLARION 113 STUDENT CENTER ANNEX, MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE, UPPER MONTCLAIR, NJ 07043, ATTN. CLASSIFIEDS. Deadline for Thursday edition is the prior Friday.

---

**Classifieds:**

- **Child Care**
  - Free Room & Board starting Fall '93 in return for part-time childcare. Mon-Fri 6:30-6:00pm. Own transportation call 533-0440 after 6:00 pm.
  - Mother's helper needed 4-7 pm, Mon-Fri. Call 744-8276.
  - Live-in needed to care for 2 year old and 9 month old and do housekeeping in Kinnelon. Monday through Friday. Must speak English. Must have car. Call 908-492-1276 after 7 pm.
  - SUMMER JOB. Child care for smart 3 yr. old girl. Glen Ridge Home. Must have own car, like housekeeping. References.

- **Help Wanted**
  - Apartment for rent in Montclair. 2 bedroom In a 2 family house; CIK; w/d; 10-minute drive to MSC. No smokers, no children, pets OK. $750 per month + utilities; 11/2 month's security required. Available either June 1 or July 1; call (201) 744-7562.
  - WE CAN HELP! Irish, Italian couple, seaside home want to adopt your baby. Love, laughter & room at our home. Call Pat & Mike collect, even. 908-649-8756.
  - ADOPT: loving couple seeks to become Dad & full-time Mom to your newborn, let us help you provide your child with a future full of love, caring & opportunities. Call RCMA/CD 1-800-451-1457.
  - WE CAN HELP: Irish, Italian couple, seaside home want to adopt your baby. Love, laughter & room at our home. Call Pat & Mike collect, even. 908-269-8756.

---

**Expert Word Processing**

- In English/Spanish/French/Italian/Portuguese
- Layout, typesetting, and laser printing also available.
- Academic Papers
  - Manuscripts
  - Resumes
  - Business Documents
- REASONABLE Rates
  - 790-6938

---

**Your Final Exam**

From Ford Motor Company

(answer true or false)

Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:

1. Pre-approved credit
2. Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment

(correct answers)

We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car should be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College Graduate Purchase Program, there’s no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and finance through Ford Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states where allowed). You’ll also get a $400 cash incentive regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward your purchase or lease, or keep the cash.

You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1, 1993 and December 31, 1993, or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.

Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1-800-321-1536 for more information.
MSC breaks school records at Penn Relays

Men's track stars take second place in sprint medley, 800-meter races

When expectations are placed upon a team to excel and the pressure to meet those lofty heights becomes difficult to handle, results are often disappointing.

Track Talk

by Mark Alan Belnay

For the MSC track and field team, at this past weekend's Penn Relays at the University of Pennsylvania, those expectations were nowhere to be found. Thus, the team responded to the pressure-free atmosphere and broke two school records in front of 38,592 at Franklin Field.

The sprint medley team consisting of Wayne Dennis, Neal Ruiz, Jacinto Alayon and Dewayne Stevens once again provided the highlight of the Penn Relays for MSC.

The Red Hawks took second place in this race that went right down to the wire, with MSC coming up just short again.

Other relay teams for MSC weren't as successful. The men's 400-meter relay team of Anthony Williams, Ruiz, Alayon and Stevens continued to have its' difficulties. Fundamentals have become a problem for this team, but Blanton is confident that a return to basics could put them back to a respectable level.

Ruiz, a sophomore from Camden, was a key in the Red Hawks' record-breaking finishes at the Penn Relays last weekend.

Men's tennis nets two of three

Red Hawks could finish with a winning record

In its quest to finish the 1993 season with a winning record, the MSC men's tennis team came up with victories in two out of three matches last week.

After starting out the week with a loss to Kutztown on April 20, the Red Hawks responded with wins over the United States Merchant Marine Academy and New Jersey Tech.

MSC picked up two of its easiest wins of the season by disposing of Kutztown and Colgate University, Yale University and the United States Naval Academy. In fact, the Red Hawks were playing David to the Goliath of Division I track and field.

So, in what turned out to be a weekend in which the MSC team made its presence felt at the 99th annual Penn Relays, the athletes discovered that talent alone is not the key to victory. It takes pride and desire to attain that extra something that makes the difference between victory and defeat.

The Red Hawks are in a different situation than most of the teams that they faced this past weekend.

Ruiz, an instrumental part of the relay teams, addressed MSC's position. "This team isn't about the amount of scholarships we have. It's about the pride that each athlete has concerning his or her performance on the track," Ruiz said.

If the MSC track and field team has fully accepted this slice of reality, it could be the turning point in a season that thus far has been uneventful for the outdoor track and field team.

RED HAWK NOTES...

MSC will participate in the CTC Championships this weekend (April 31-May 1).

The Red Hawks took to their home court this week in preparation for the upcoming conference tournament.
Facing Reality

Jeanine woke up in a cold sweat with one thing echoing through her brain... who was this person in her bathroom?...

Meanwhile Barry was thinking... whose bathroom am I in?

Jeanine remembered going to a party and getting smashed out of her mind...

Barry remembered getting drunk and acting really stupid...

Eventually the whole evening came back... "What did I do? How did I get myself into this?"

"What about AIDS?"

Then they both realized much to their relief that unlike the rest of us...

They were just cartoon characters!

For more information call 1-800-662-HELP (4357).

Get high, get stupid, get AIDS.

Ad Council
National Institute on Drug Abuse
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
A little bit of this and a little bit of that makes for an exciting week

It has just been one of those weeks. The New York metropolitan area has been quite a little hotbed for professional sports. So, let's just consider this a grab-bag week for this column.

First and foremost, the Knicks wrapped up home-court throughout the NBA Playoffs. Some may not see that as being overly important, but think about it. It's Game 7 of the Eastern Conference Finals, the Knicks and Bulls are tied entering the fourth quarter and it's all on the line. Get the point?

The New York Athletic Conference Tournament begins Sunday afternoon as the Red Hawks play host to sixth-seeded Kean College at 1 p.m. The major obstacle for MSC will be adjusting to Kean's slower pitchers. "We're better at the plate against fast pitching, but I think we'll be able to adjust," said Kubicka. It would be hard to argue with her philosophy since MSC swept Kean in a double-header on April 20.

In the bleachers...

Softball, continued from page 24

MSC (24-6, 5-3 NJAC), shutout the visiting Pioneers, 5-0. Once again Warnock was brilliant as she tossed her second shutout of the season. The Kearny native raised her record to an outstanding 14-1 and pitched herself out of three bases loaded jams without giving up a run.

The Red Hawks were led offensively by Kent O'Meara's home run in the third inning. Flann, Kuchinski and Shannon Malone all added RBI singles for MSC. The sweep gave the Red Hawks a final NJAC record of 5-3, their best conference mark under Kubicka.

The New Jersey Athletic Conference Tournament begins on Friday afternoon as the Red Hawks play host to sixth-seeded Kean College at 1 p.m. The major obstacle for MSC will be adjusting to Kean's slower pitchers. "We're better at the plate against fast pitching, but I think we'll be able to adjust," said Kubicka. It would be hard to argue with her philosophy since MSC swept Kean in a double-header on April 20.

Lack of focus shouldn't be a problem in this single-elimination tournament for MSC either. "We know what's at stake. It's do or die and obviously we'd like to do," said Kubicka.

RED HAWK NOTES...

Kuchinski leads the team in batting average (.461), home runs (3), RBI (33), hits (41), doubles (11), total bases (63) and slugging percentage (.708). She has also not made an error behind the plate this season...MSC has outscored opponents 158-94. This is direct proof that the new optic yellow polyurethane balls that are being used have benefited the Red Hawks more than it has hurt them...Rowan (No. 3 in Division III) and Trenton State (No. 5 in Division III) received the first and second seeds respectively in the NJAC tournament...The second round of the tournament begins on Friday (5/7). If MSC beats Kean, it advances to this round.

For all of the up-to-date information regarding MSC sports, call the Red Hawks Sports Hotline: (201) 895-7645

MSC loses (New Jersey) War; chances for future battles taken away by ECAC

by Nicole Festa

The MSC lacrosse team lost its opportunity to be crowned the Kings of the NJAC, when the Red Hawks lost to arch-rival Kean College, 21-10, at Sprague Field on April 22.

Winning the annual "New Jersey War" in lacrosse would have made what thus far has been a disappointing season an easier pill to swallow. The Cougars of Kean would have none of it.

Lacrosse

The victory gave Kean its first Knickerbocker Conference title in 13 years. The win also gave Kean its fourth decision over MSC in their last six meetings.

The lopsided final score is certainly misleading. That's because MSC trailed by scores of 12-8 and 10-7 (third quarter), but could never take the lead.

The Red Hawks seemed to be clicking after sophomore midfielder Mike Bruton scored to cut Kean's lead to 10-7 with 10:04 left in the third quarter. With plenty of time left in the game, the Red Hawks looked as if they were to actually make the game a "war" like it was supposed to be.

But an unpresumptuous misconduct penalty on MSC opened the floodgates for Kean.

"The penalty hurt us pretty bad, but it was our overall lack of discipline that really hurt us," said MSC head coach Doug Alferd.

The penalty seemed to throw the Red Hawks off their game. "It was 10-7 and we were on a pretty good roll, but then we just fell apart as though we had totally forgotten what to do. It was very disappointing," Alferd added.

MSC managed to pull within four goals (12-8) late in the third quarter, but Kean had an answer. The visiting Cougars went on an eight-goal run to put the game out of reach for MSC at 20-8.

The Cougars, who won for the first time ever at Sprague Field, were led by Darren Calendrello who netted five goals and passed off three assists. Tony Clandra and Nick Medvedich also scored five goals apiece in the winning effort.

MSC goalie Ken Kane, an All-America candidate, was tough in the first half as he stopped 13 of 16 Cougar shot attempts. The second half was another story for the senior from Kinnelon as Kean scored 13 goals in just 27 shot attempts on Kane. It's quite ironic that Kean proved to be too much for the almighty Penguins. Sorry, couldn't resist that.

"For the Giants' sake, Dave Brown sure better be worth it," said one MG fan.

And lastly, Hal McRae lost his freakin' mind or what?

MSU's Nick Medvedich also scored five goals in the first half as he stopped 13 of 16 Cougar shot attempts. The second half was another story for the senior from Kinnelon as Kean scored 13 goals in just 27 shot attempts on Kane. It's quite ironic that Kean proved to be too much for the almighty Penguins. Sorry, couldn't resist that.

"For the Giants' sake, Dave Brown sure better be worth it," said one MSU fan.

And lastly, Hal McRae lost his freakin' mind or what?

MSC's loss to Kean eliminated any chance for MSC to qualify for the ECAC Tournament. The Cougars (21-1, 11-1 NJAC) will now face Upsala College in the first round of the conference.

"Lewis! You wanna be a part of this team, or what?! Get your green butt out there and shag some flies!!"
**Red Hawks soar again in NJAC play**

**Offense explodes on conference foes as MSC primes for post-season**

by Brain Faltzarano

The win was significant for several reasons. Kubicka, in her third season at MSC, is a 1984 graduate of Trenton State and is a former Lions' player. Thus, the first win over her former coach and mentor is quite special.

But more importantly, the win gave MSC a confidence booster. If the Red Hawks are going to make a return trip to the Division III College World Series, the road will likely have to go through Trenton State, the defending National Champions.

"This was a moral victory for us," said Kubicka of the first victory in eight attempts. "It was also real nice to finally beat my former coach," she added.

After dropping the first game of the double-header 9-3, MSC responded with a hard-fought 2-1 win. Junior catcher Kristi Kuchinski delivered the game-winning hit as she drove in Jennifer Flinn in the bottom of the fifth inning. Freshman Denise Warnock picked up the victory for the Red Hawks.

The win also earned MSC some respect in the Division III national poll. This week the Red Hawks moved up to No. 6, up four spots (No. 10) from last week.

Considering that MSC has won 10 of its last 11 games, it gained in the Trenton win to sweep the also-ran 3-2 and 19-3.

Both wins were important for the Red Hawks, who were led by junior John Pallino's (.417, 8 RBI), who had two hits and two RBI. John's inactivity may have affected his performance," said Schoenig of Pallino, who had two hits and two RBI. Pallino (2 for 4), Scavalla (2 for 4), Renda's two solo blasts, and hom­ers by Jim Freel and Luis Cabezudo, provided the offense again for the Red Hawks as they seek a College World Series appearance.

Providing the offense again was Pallino, who had two hits and drove in two runs. Joe Critelli drove in the third MSC run that turned out to be the game-winner. The nightcap was a laugher, as Critelli, Pallino, and Scavalla all hit home runs enroute to the 19-3 massacre.

"Rob is having an outstanding year. He is our most valuable player," Schoenig said.

MSC tops Trenton State for first time under Kubicka

Recent tear gives No. 6 team in Division III third seed in NJAC tourney

by Keith A. Idee

They say that the first time you do something is always the hardest.

For MSC head softball coach Anita Kubicka, that first time couldn't have come at a better time. After all, the monkey is finally off of Kubicka and her team's back.

MSC's 2-1 win over Trenton

Softball

State in the second game of a double-header on Saturday marked the first time a Red Hawk team coached by Kubicka defeated the Lions.

The win was significant for several reasons. Kubicka, in her third season at MSC, is a 1984 triple crown.

The combination of Kuchinski, a junior, currently leads the team in all major offensive categories.